Structural properties of Pb2MnW(1-x)Re(x)O6 double perovskites.
Pb2MnW(1-x)Re(x)O6 samples have been synthesized and their structure determined by powder x-ray diffraction. These samples undergo a first order structural phase transition between 413 and 445 K depending on the composition. Above this temperature, the samples are cubic. Below the transition temperature, solid solutions are found for x ≤ 0.2 and x ≥ 0.5. The W-rich samples adopt an orthorhombic cell whereas the Re-rich compounds are monoclinic. In the intermediate region, 0.2 < x < 0.5, both phases coexist. X-ray absorption spectra did not reveal significant changes in the local structure for Pb, Mn or Re atoms across the structural phase transition. All the atoms exhibit distorted environments in the whole series. In the case of Pb and W(Re) atoms, the local distortion remains in the high temperature phase. Samples with x ≤ 0.2 also show a sharp discontinuity in the dielectric permittivity at the phase transition temperature indicating the presence of a concomitant electrical ordering in the bulk grains. Such an anomaly in the dielectric constant is not observed for the x ≥ 0.5 samples, compatible with the lack of dipole ordering for this composition range. The different electrical behaviours also explain the differences in the entropy content for the two types of transition.